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Eva Bartlett sits down for an exclusive interview with the head of the Syrian Arab
Army’s Political Administration, General Hassan Hassan.

For years, international headlines spotlighting Syria have claimed that
the Syrian government, army, and its allies were guilty of a variety of
atrocities. Yet as time has passed, many of the accusations levied at
government and its allies have been shown to have been either
falsified, staged (as in the case of allegations of chemical attacks in
eastern Ghouta), or actually committed by the myriad terrorist groups
operating in the country. Pg 1-11

Faux Humanitarian: Irwin Cotler, the White Helmets,
and the Whitewashing of an Appalling Agenda
On July 22, 2018, Israel organized and facilitated an exceptional
evacuation of White Helmet operatives from southern Syria, claiming
the operatives were at risk from an advancing Syrian Arab Army. A
number of NATO member states backed the move, calling on Israel to
bring their intelligence assets to safety. Pg 14-22

The Price of “Freedom”? US Drone Massacres Dozens of
Afghan Farmers as They Slept

The Dark Story Behind Global
Warming aka Climate Change

The recent UN global warming
conference under auspices of the
deceptively-named International Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded
its meeting in South Korea discussing
how to drastically limit global
temperature rise. Pg 11-14

On Criticism of Palestinian
Resistance

The Oxford definition of ‘terrorism’
is: “the unlawful use of violence and
intimidation, especially against
civilians, in the pursuit of political
aims.” Although the term could
apply to the belligerents in many wars,
the term ‘terrorism’ takes on its
everyday meaning when violence is
perpetuated by the weak in resistance
to the powerful. Pg 24-26
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HIS COUNTRY’S
STORY: AN
INTERVIEW
WITH SAA
GENERAL
HASSAN HASSAN

Since that time, those same
armed groups, as well as the
many iterations they spawned,
have starved, tortured,
imprisoned, murdered, maimed
and even harvested the organs of
Syrian civilians, in addition to
killing Syrian and allied soldiers
and journalists and destroying
much of the country’s
infrastructure.

on Syria. The biased media, in
addition to the takfiri [Salafi]
fatwas — especially the fatwas
— have been the weapons that
contributed most to the
destruction taking place in Syria,
including the destruction of
human beings, vegetation,
civilization,…everything.

President Bashar al-Assad
emphasized more than once the
To give a voice to the often
necessity of countering the
Source:
ignored “other side” — those
rhetoric used. I can elaborate for
https://ingaza.wordpress.com/2019/08/
Syrians that have been working two or more hours on the terms
08/a-syrian-leader-tells-his-countrysused. However, I will limit
story-an-interview-with-saa-general- to defend their country since
2011 — Eva Bartlett
myself to some examples.
hassan-hassan/
interviewed the Syrian Arab
By Eva Bartlett
Army’s Head of Political
The Free [Syrian] Army is
Administration, General Hassan among the lexicons used. What
For their part, Syrian leadership Hassan. General Hassan’s
“army” and what “freedom” are
has maintained from the start
shelves and large wooden desk they talking about? Every army
that the demonstrations in their are covered with stacks of
is known for its discipline,
country were not peaceful, from books, family photos, and
hierarchy, fighting strategies in
2011 and on. Media in the West various homages to the country both defense and attack, and the
and the Gulf vilified Syria’s
he serves — the general holds a cause it fights for.
leadership, featuring story after Ph.D. in geopolitical studies.
story of government-imposed
The following is a transcript of The so-called Free Syrian Army
violence while ignoring or
Bartlett’s interview with Hassan has none of these qualities,
whitewashing the violence of the following the 74th anniversary except for the ability to kill. The
burgeoning armed groups
of the founding of the Syrian
media tried to put into
flooding into Syria.
Arab Army.
circulation the term Assad’s
Brigades or Assad’s Forces. Our
From as early as 2011, armed
Eva Bartlett (EB) | I would like army is the Syrian Arab Army,
groups were throwing civilians to begin by asking you your
which includes in each of its
from rooftops and committing thoughts on how honest Western formations soldiers from all
beheadings, kidnappings, and
and Gulf media’s reporting on Syrian governorates, with no
massacres. The year 2011 alone Syria has been, especially
exception.
saw multiple massacres of
regarding their choice of lexicon
civilians and security forces
— for example, regarding the
I’ll give you an example. Almost
committed by what the media
Syrian Army, the Syrian
three months ago, the militants
called “unarmed protesters” and Government, what they call
supported by Turkey targeted a
later by the “Free Syrian Army.” rebels — and the events in Syria Syrian army position to the north
This was the same year that
in general.
of Latakia. Twelve soldiers were
many in the media were insisting
martyred as a result. Each
that a “peaceful revolution” was General Hassan (GH) | Media soldier is from a different
underway.
has been one of the weapons of governorate. This is the Syrian
mass destruction used in this war Arab Army.
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Sakkar, as per the BBC article him to do such a desperate act?
They used the term “defection.” referred to by General Hassan).
There is no defection in the
GH | This is the media war.
Syrian Arab Army; defection did That was in 2013 when he was Either they say he is violent or
not really occur in the Syrian
filmed cutting into the chest of they say he is an angel; hasn’t he
Arab Army but there are some the soldier and eating his heart. demonstrated how he cut out an
cases of soldiers running away. It is here on Google from the
organ and ate a piece of it?
The term “defection” is used
BBC Arabic website. This is not When the BBC describes a man
when a brigade or a squad defect a Syrian media outlet. It is a
who ate the heart of a dead
from a certain army. Until now, Western outlet. It is not a
soldier as a peaceful man, how
the Syrian Arab Army has not
pleasant sight to watch him
then would they describe beasts?
witnessed what might be called chewing the soldier’s heart.
defection even within its
EB | Regarding events in Syria
smallest units.
Abu Saqr al-Asadi was a fighter in 2011, both Western and Gulf
in the Al-Farouq Brigades,
media called it a peaceful
In order to spread the idea of
which was an armed rebel
unarmed uprising for many
defection they resorted to
organization formed by the Free months, even for up to a year.
unsophisticated lies. In 2012
Syrian Army. When he died he Do you have an example of
they said that General
was a member of the Nusra
attacks by what the West called
Mohammad al-Rifa’i,
Front. So, he was a member of unarmed protesters against the
commander of the Fifth Squad, the Free Syrian Army, used to be Syrian army, police or security
had defected from the army. This with the Farouq Brigades, and forces in 2011?
lie was circulated through the
then joined the Nusra Front.
media. Yet, Syrian TV
GH | In 2011 they said the
interviewed the general, who
I could speak for hours about the reason behind the first spark was
had retired in 2001, 11 years
issue of lexicon. For instance,
that the army, or another security
prior.
they talked about what is called body, pulled out the nails of
the armed opposition. How
some children in Dara`a. Over
Gangs would stop civilian or
could opposition be armed?!
the past eight years, it has
military vehicles on highways, Opposition is a political term.
become clear that all of the
hold soldiers hostages, film them Opposition is a political party
armed groups are equipped with
and force them at gunpoint to
that did not win elections. Such video cameras and livedeclare that they had defected
a party plays the role of
streaming devices. Can any of
[from the army].
opposition in the parliament.
them provide us with a video of
These militant groups want to
one child whose nails were
I’ll give an example available
govern the country, the people pulled out? Where are these
from the internet of their lies
and everything by armed force. children? Why couldn’t the
regarding the term the Free
Does this sound normal? Never media that fabricated such lies
Syrian Army. Anyone can check was there a term called “armed film the pulled-out nails?
the Free Syrian Army term
opposition,” except when they
through Google. We type Abu spoke about these terrorist
Let’s go back to the peaceful
Saqr al-Asadi — right here, I
gangs.
uprising. On April 10, 2011, less
have typed Abu Saqr al-Souri
than a month after the beginning
[the Syrian]. We now find [the EB | So in the article you’ve just of the so-called uprising, an
result] “face to face with the
shown, the English version, the army convoy transporting
fighter Abu Saqr al-Asadi who BBC did not report it as an act of soldiers back to their homes was
ate the heart of a soldier.” (Abu carnage. They humanized Abu intercepted on the highway from
Saqr is also transliterated as Abu Saqr and asked him what drove Tartous to Banias. Nine people
2
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were martyred: two officers, five GH | The cameras were aimed at EB | According to Israeli media,
warrant officers, and two
the area where the missiles were Israel is fighting terrorism,
civilians. They also fired at the supposed to hit. At the moment Muslim extremists. However,
ambulances that tried to reach that the missiles hit the targeted there are reports of Israel
the wounded.
area, members of armed groups treating militants or terrorists in
began cheering “Allahu Akbar… Israeli hospitals. Can you please
Other examples are the Nawa
Allahu Akbar.” This was
outline Israel’s role in the war on
massacre in Dara`a, the Jisr al- documented by their cameras; Syria?
Shoghur massacre, and the Asi definitely not Syrian media
River massacre — where they cameras. At the same time,
GH | Everything that has taken
live-streamed the dumping of
armed groups in eastern Ghouta place in Syria and in the region
people into the river. All these attacked Damascus from seven — all the blaze erupting in the
massacres were perpetrated
fronts.
region, under what they falsely
before the end of June 2011.
called the Arab Spring — serves
As an ordinary person — not as the interests of Israel. These are
That is the peaceful [Arab]
a military figure– I could tell it not my own conclusions; rather,
spring the Western and Gulf
was a role carried out by three. it is the Israeli media who talk
media talked about.
First, the one who carried out the about this. The Israeli prime
aggression, and that is the
minister appeared on television
Are these examples enough, or Zionist entity [Israel].
when he visited wounded
should I cite more? It’s
terrorists, injured while fighting
important to me that Western
Second, the media outlets that the Syrian army, being treated in
readers know how many lies and were assigned to broadcast the Israeli hospitals. This is number
how much deception there has aggression before it was carried one.
been, especially by the media. out. And third, the armed
groups who attacked Damascus. The other issue is that every time
I’ll give you another minor
Therefore, the cameraman and the Syrian Arab Army is making
example. Usually, the BBC, Al- those militants are substitute
an apparent advance, Israel
Jazeera and France 24, etc.
recruits of the Israeli enemy. I conducts an aggression
would broadcast that an
cannot call them but the
[airstrike]. When Israel is unable
explosion took place in a certain substitute army of Israel and the to achieve its objective, it seeks
area. However, there was no
United States.
the help of the United States,
explosion. But 15 to 30 minutes
just as it did when the U.S. Air
later an explosion would take
According to confessions by
Force targeted the Tharda
place in the same area. It was
Israeli and American officials, Mountains in Deir ez-Zor as the
like a code to the armed groups including previous U.S.
Syrian army was en route to
to carry out the explosion.
Secretary of State Hillary
clear Deir ez-Zor of terrorists.
Clinton, ISIS was made by
I’ll provide you with a more
America. Later on, ISIS was
I hope that you underscore the
comprehensive example. When classified as a terrorist
following statement: Those who
the area of Ma`raba [near al-Tal, organization.
sponsor terrorism don’t fight it.
a suburb of Damascus] was
Israel is an entity based on both
targeted by the Israeli enemy,
Thus, those terrorists made in
killing and falsehood. When
cameras were focused on the
the U.S. are the rebels of the
Palestine was already inhabited,
targeted area even before the
peaceful [Arab] spring later
they claimed that Palestine was a
missiles hit.
circulated in the region by
land without people and wanted
means of the foreign media
to give it to people without a
EB | So, they were ready?
outlets.
land. Thus, the United
3
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Kingdom’s Foreign Secretary,
Arthur Balfour, gave what the
U.K. didn’t own to those who
didn’t deserve it.

serve Israel.

evidence that chemical
substances and weapons entered
EB | Syria has been accused of into areas under the control of
using chemical weapons against militant groups in Syria through
civilians. Does the Syrian army Turkish borders, investigations
In 2019, Trump did the same and use chemical weapons against were not resumed.
gave the Golan to Israel as if
civilians?
Trump inherited it from his own
There are a number of videos
father. Who gave Trump the
GH | An official mission came showing how the armed groups
right to give other people’s
to Syria and demanded that the were the ones using chemical
property to others? The issue
Syrian government carry out an weapons themselves. Each time
here is that international law
official investigation. They
Syria was accused of using
needs power to protect it.
delayed for years before the
chemical weapons, the Syrian
Unfortunately, the United States mission arrived. And those who army was on the verge of
is still the superpower of the
came submitted an untruthful
finishing a military operation. Is
world and the financial and
report.
it logical they’d use chemical
economic despot of the world.
weapons — which would
U.S. officials are indifferent to Syria signed the agreement and prevent the declaration of
falsehood, humanity, law or
the Organization for the
victory?
human rights. All this means
Prohibition of Chemical
nothing to them.
Weapons (OPCW) visited Syria With regard to their claim of
and checked all places and the using chemicals in Ghouta, the
I would like to remind foreign existing stockpile [of chemical areas there are interconnected.
readers that Iraq was destroyed weapons] was destroyed on a
Those who use chemical
under the pretext of having
U.S. vessel. Accordingly, The
weapons cannot protect
weapons of mass destruction.
OPCW announced that Syria
themselves. When those
The whole world still recalls
was chemical weapons-free.ve terrorists used chemicals there,
Colin Powell when he presented
both the civilians and the
what he called a satellite image The Syrian Government has
military were hit, as was the case
as evidence of Iraq possessing been accused of using chemical in Khan al-Asal and elsewhere.
weapons of mass destruction.
weapons many times, in eastern This was exposed in the [UN]
When Powell left office, he
Ghouta and in other areas. Under Security Council by Bashar aladmitted to U.S. media outlets this pretext, [th U.S. and its
Ja’afari.
that that moment was the darkest allies] launched their aggression
in his lifetime. The question is: on Syria. Syria affirmed many Syria does not possess chemical
When did he admit it? How
times through statements by
weapons. Syria has never used
many innocent victims were
Syrian officials, both before and chemical weapons before. Syria
killed as a result?
after the agreement was signed, cannot use a chemical weapon
that Syria does not in any way for a simple reason, or for two
How come a sovereign state was intend to use chemical weapons reasons in fact: Ethically, Syria
occupied without international and that Syria has not used nor does not believe in using
legitimacy? American officials will it use chemical weapons.
chemicals [weapons]. This is
don’t care about this. Wherever
number one. Second, Syria does
the U.S. has interfered around After the declaration of this
not own chemical weapons.
the world, the result has been
organization [OPCW] that Syria
more killing, destruction, and
is free from chemical weapons, EB | The Rukban Camp is near
suffering and successive U.S.
how could Syria use something the U.S. base of al-Tanf. One
administrations are competing to that it does not have? Despite
question is about the U.S.
4
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relationship with ISIS in that
area and whether or not America
has been fighting ISIS in the
area. Also, according to Western
media, refugees evacuated from
Rukban to centers in Homs, for
example, are taken and thrown
in prison.

leaders together with their
families and fly them
somewhere else.

that the Syrian government was
imprisoning former residents of
Rukban, I detailed their reply in
a separate article for MintPress:

Rukban Camp is within the sight
of the Americans in the Tanf
“David Swanson, Public
base. U.S. surveillance can
Information Officer Regional
distinguish a hen from a rooster Office for the Syria Crisis UN
on a street anywhere in the
Office for the Coordination of
For example, the Canadian
world. How is it that ISIS
Humanitarian Affairs based in
Globe & Mail, citing a Qatari- members are able to move at the Amman, Jordan, told me
based organization, said that
Tanf border without being
regarding claims of substandard
from 2017 to 2019 around 2,000 observed by the U.S. military
conditions and of Syrians being
Syrians who returned to
there? How can the U.S.
forcefully held or mistreated in
government-controlled areas (in convince the world that it is
the centers that:
general and not from Rukban
fighting ISIS when the latter’s
specifically) were detained and members move freely under U.S. ‘People leaving Rukban are
784 are still in prison. How
observation?
taken to temporary collective
would you reply to accusations
shelters in Homs for a 24-hour
that people returning home were Four months ago, I was working stay. While there, the receive
detained or forced to serve in the with the Head of the Russian
basic assistance, including
Syrian army?
Reconciliation Centre, General shelter, blankets, mattresses,
Victor Kopcheshen. He told me solar lamps, sleeping mats,
GH | In relation to ISIS and the that the Russian government
plastic sheets, food parcels and
U.S., I can say that a mother
received an official reply from nutrition supplies before
does not eat her own son. ISIS is the Americans that they would proceeding to their areas of
a U.S. product, according to
not allow any Syrian or Russian choice, mostly towards southern
American confessions. However, to come close to the 55and eastern Homs, with smaller
America sometimes becomes a kilometer line around Rukban small numbers going to rural
cat and eats some of its own
Camp to help evacuate people Damascus or Deir-ez-Zor.
kittens when they become a
from the camp.
burden.
The United Nations has been
Less than four months ago we granted access to the shelters on
America uses ISIS, fights with first began evacuating a few
three occasions and has found
ISIS, not against ISIS. Whenever hundred [people] from Rukban. the situation there adequate. The
the role of some armed ISIS
Now, the number of people who United Nations continues to
fighters comes to an end, the
returned from Rukban Camp has advocate and call for safe,
U.S. abandons or gets rid of
exceeded 15,000 (As of July 31, sustained and unimpeded
them. The U.S. does not care
that number has reached 17,458 humanitarian assistance and
whether those members get
according to Russia’s Ministry access to Rukban as well as to
killed or not.
of Defense). Can anyone provide all those in need throughout
me with the name of even one Syria. The United Nations also
However, when the U.S. needs person who left Rukban and got seeks the support of all
them, it sends helicopters to
detained? These claims are
concerned parties in ensuring
evacuate them, just like what
flagrant lies.
the humanitarian and voluntary
happened when Deir ez-Zor was
character of departures from
liberated. American helicopters Author’s note | I asked officials Rukban.’
would land and evacuate ISIS
at the UN about the accusation
5
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Hedinn Halldorsson, the
Spokesperson and Public
Information Officer for the
United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) based in
Damascus, told me:

procedure to call for duty those really strange that the
who are subject to mandatory or governments of those who kill
reserve military service. This
the Syrian people are acting as if
procedure has been applied to all they were advocates of the
Syrian citizens in all provinces, Syrian people.
not only those who return.
According to international law, it
I cannot say just respect the
is the right of any state to defend
‘We looked into this when the
rights and ignore the duties.
itself when such a country faces
rumours started, end of April,
Everyone is equal before the
hazards endangering its own
and concluded they were
law. They have to obey what
existence. Such a country has the
unfounded – and communicated Syrian law states and the
right to defend its existence and
that externally via press
majority of them are loyal and sovereignty by using all means
briefings in both Geneva and
doing their duties
possible. In this respect, this
NY. The conditions in the
enthusiastically.
country has the right to rely on
shelters in Homs are also
its relations with friends and
adequate and in compliance
But the people who have their allies as well, no matter whether
with standards; the UN has
status settled do not have the
those allies are Russian, Iranian
access and has done three
right to commit a crime. If I had or any other ally. Neither the
monitoring visits so far.’”
a son living abroad who returned U.S., Israel nor the Gulf states
and settled his status, does it
have anything to do with this. It
GH | I would like to stress a
give him the right to commit an is a matter of Syrian sovereignty.
point concerning military service offense against his neighbors or
in the army. Several presidential to kill somebody or commit a
The other thing has to do with
decrees have been issued. Any crime? The law is the law and the military presence of any
Syrian citizen [living] abroad
must be adhered to.
country on the territory of
who wishes to settle his status
another state. Such a presence
and return to Syria can benefit EB | Western media say that
can be legal in one of the
from those decrees, which
following two cases: when
Iran and Russia’s presence in
invalidate any other verdict
invited by the state concerned, or
Syria is an attempt to occupy
issued against that Syrian
through a resolution issued by
Syria and control it. What are
citizen.
the roles of Iran and Russia in the [UN] Security Council.
Otherwise, such a presence is an
Syria?
These decrees do not nullify a
occupation.
Syrian citizen’s rights nor their GH | Before I answer your
duties. Syrian citizens who
Therefore, there is no reason for
question, let us decide what
return to Syria are still Syrian
logic we’re using. Are we using the Syrian state to be ashamed of
citizens and therefore still have the logic of international law or its stance on the presence of Iran
the duties of Syrian citizens. The the law of the jungle? Who has or Russia in Syria. The Syrian
decrees granted them a grace
the right to speak in the name of State declares its stances clearly
period of six months to settle
the Syrian people? It is only the and explicitly: that the presence
their legal status.
Syrian state that has the right to of Iran, Russia and Hezbollah is
speak in the name of the Syrian based upon an official invitation
For example, a person who lost people. No other side has the
by the Syrian government. Thus,
their official ID, or army service right to speak for them. Surely, their presence is legal according
registry or anything, can settle those who are speaking in the
to international law. Can anyone
their legal status during this
name of the Syrian people do not in the West — or the media
period. It is a normal official
outlets who claim to be neutral
know the Syrian people. It is
6
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— convince any Syrian citizen
that the U.S. presence or the
Turkish presence is legal?
The Syrian State says they are
forces of occupation. There is no
[UN] Security Council
resolution allowing them to be
present in Syria. So what is the
meaning behind their presence?
They are using the law of force,
rather than the force of law.
Thus, they are referring back to
the law of the jungle and not to
the force of international law.

constants and principles even in
its ninth year of war. Syria still
believes that the cause of
Palestine is the central cause of
the Arab world.

people the heroism of the Syrian
Arab Army and the wisdom of
our leader, President Bashar alAssad.

EB | Some Palestinians
So, when some Palestinian
remained loyal to Syria,
groups choose to affiliate
including in fighting terrorism,
themselves with the Muslim
like the Quds Brigade…
Brotherhood rather than being
loyal to the Palestinian cause
GH | Yes, of course. Surely.
and to Syria, it makes Syria
There are loyal people even
[even] more committed to its
inside occupied Palestine. Not
principles. Especially as these all people are ungrateful to those
days, the world knows well that who help them. Not all people
the Muslim Brotherhood [has
bite the hand that is stretched out
Those occupiers support
become] the basis of evil since to help them. Only traitors bite
terrorism, created terrorism, and they’ve adopted terrorism.
that hand.
are still financing it according to
a confession made by the former The Palestinian cause remains EB | When eastern Aleppo and
Qatari prime minister that his
the central cause. Syria will
eastern Ghouta were being
country spent $37 billion to arm always take interest in the
liberated, Western and
and finance armed groups in
Palestinian cause, in spite of the international media said that the
Syria. The Qatari PM confessed fact that some [Palestinians]
Syrian army was massacring and
that his country and the armed were eager to be part of the war raping civilians there and that
groups had agreed to destroy
on the Syrian State. Even though both the Syrian and the Russian
Syria. Yet, they disputed when weapons that were supposed to militaries were bombing
things went out of their control. be used to fight Israel were used hospitals. Now, they are saying
They paid the armed groups to in the war on Syrian citizens.
that 29 hospitals in Idlib have
hunt the prey. However, they
been targeted. What would you
disputed among themselves
The Syrian State is now
say about these accusations?
when the prey escaped.
recovering and history will
remember those [Palestinians] as GH | We have liberated eastern
EB | Syria welcomed Palestinian traitors. History will show that Ghouta. We have also liberated
refugees and has supported the Syria has been, and will be, loyal eastern Aleppo. In both
Palestinian resistance. Could you to the Palestinian cause.
locations, a number of field
please explain the role of some
hospitals were shown on
Palestinians in the events in
The Yarmouk Camp is back
television with piles of
Syria within the past few years, under Syrian sovereignty. The medicine. This implies that these
whether in fighting terrorism or camp is now free from those
hospitals were not bombed. This
supporting it.
who carried weapons and used is very briefly.
them against Syrian citizens,
GH | The Syrian State does not whatever names they used —
The other point is that when a
deal with people and does not
ISIS, Nusra or otherwise — and building is selected as a
take stances based on reactions. regardless of their nationality,
command center for armed
The Syrian state has its own
Palestinian or otherwise. All of groups under the pretext of its
constants and principles, and it them are now gone, thanks to the being a hospital, does this mean
[continues to] adhere to these
sacrifices made by the Syrian
we should let those positioned in
7
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eastern Ghouta target Damascus
back? Are they not their own
on a daily basis with their shells? That number, 29 hospitals, is a citizens? They say that such
lie in itself. It is more than the terrorists will spread terrorism,
Didn’t the world watch those
number of [national] hospitals so they spread terrorism there
angels of mercy, when they
available all over Syria. Do they while they plant roses and
entered Adra industrial town,
allocate a hospital for every
flowers here? Is it okay for
burning people alive in ovens
twenty or thirty people? This is terrorists to spread terror here
and throwing civilians off fourth illogical.
while they’re forbidden to return
and fifth floors?
to their own countries?
There is also something strange
We’re talking about war here,
about all the field hospitals that Briefly, these are the types of
we’re talking here about armies we discovered. Saudi, Israeli and lies spread by the West.
of terrorists equipped with light, U.S. medicine was found in
medium and heavy weapons and these hospitals. How did such
I’m calling on each and every
empires of media around the
medicine reach the terrorists?
citizen of Western countries, as I
world, in addition to the regional Did it come from underneath the am absolutely sure that they
and world powers supporting
ground?
have pure human emotion, not to
them.
believe the Western media. I
And those who had been
want them to be certain that their
It is the duty of the Syrian State, targeting Damascus and Aleppo governments have participated
before being its own right, to
are all of sudden depicted as
in the killing of the Syrian
provide the Syrian people with angels of mercy, peace and
people and in the killing of
protection against terrorism. The freedom advocates calling for
Syrian children. Their
problem with the national Syrian democracy?
governments participated in the
media is that it does not reach
killing of Syrian women and the
the West.
It’s worth pointing out to people killing of the Syrian elderly and
in the West that it has been
convinced them [Western
Crossing points are identified as proven that only a limited
citizens] that they were
corridors for the exit of civilians number of the fighters in armed promoting something else
before any military operation
groups came from western
[freedom].
gets started in a populated area. Europe and North America,
Such corridors are then equipped while tens of thousands, or
EB | Recently, journalists from
with ambulances, medical
hundreds of thousands, came
CBS and Sky News were in
services and every other need. from other countries.
Idlib. I believe one of the two
Who targeted the nurses, doctors
groups, Sky News, claimed that
and civilians on their way out
The Turkish president declares it was targeted by the Syrian
when citizens were evacuated
that such terrorists are free to
army. Could they be reporting
from eastern Ghouta?
leave Syrian territory whenever independently of al-Qaeda or
he gets upset with Europe or the any of the other terrorist groups
Has anybody seen the photo of U.S. Subsequently, EU countries in Idlib? They claim they are not
the Syrian soldier carrying an
and the U.S. get so horrified at [embedded] with al-Qaeda. Is
old woman on his back and a
the possibility of those terrorists this feasible? Is this realistic?
child on his arm? That soldier
returning home.
knew he could drop as a martyr
GH | It’s a funny question.
carrying this heavy load. Other The EU countries and the U.S. You’re a journalist. Surely, this
soldiers fell as martyrs while
do not want any of those
is not the first time you have
they were helping civilians
terrorists to return. Why is it that visited Syria. Have you faced
escape.
they do not want them to come any obstacles while entering
8
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Syria as a journalist? Do any
Western or European countries
accept the entry of foreign
journalists illegally into their
countries?

GH | There were civilians and — I know how Syrian citizens
armed groups in Homs. There
think; they believe that Idlib will
were civilians and armed groups be freed, as will each and every
in Ghouta as well. There were inch of the Syrian territory.
civilians and armed groups all
over Dara`a. All these regions The presence of U.S., Turkish,
Sky News, the BBC, and Al
have been liberated. The
or any other occupation force
Jazeera teams conduct live
majority of citizens remained
does not mean such a force is a
transmissions while embedded there while the terrorists were
destiny that cannot be faced. As
with armed groups — the
wiped out. Idlib is no exception. long as we [the Syrian State]
terrorists. I wish that the mental Eastern parts of the Euphrates spare no effort or means —
power of the Syrian soldiers
are no exception either.
whether military, political,
could become super advanced so
economic or diplomatic — to
that they can order shells to
Each square centimeter of Syrian win this war [against terrorism]
avoid foreign correspondents
land is part and parcel of Syria by God’s will, and I hope it is
who are side by side with
as a whole. It is the duty and the not going to be through military
terrorists. The army is
right of the Syrian State to
action. But if things reach a
responding to attacks launched eradicate terrorism.
dead-end, Idlib will not remain
by terrorists — soldiers and
under occupation.
officers of the Syrian army
Unless under an invitation by the
cannot give orders to an
Syrian government, any foreign EB | Can you speak to the
exploding shell to avoid this or military presence on the Syrian importance of liberating Idlib,
that.
territory is a force of occupation. not only for Syria’s territorial
The Syrian State is entitled to
integrity but also for the villages
The most important question is face such an occupation with
in Northern Hama that are
this: What are they doing there? every possible means.
affected by terrorists in Idlib?
How did they enter? Who is in
The media is not talking about
control in Idlib? Isn’t it the
The Syrian State has opened the Mahardeh, Sqailbiyeh and other
Nusra Front? How are they [the door wide for reconciliation. The places being attacked by
journalists] allowed to be there? Syrian State trusts the wisdom of terrorists.
They are there under the
Russian and Iranian friends and
protection of the Nusra Front.
relies on its relations with
GH | When Mhardeh and
They are under the protection of Turkey.
Sqailbiyeh are targeted, as a
an internationally-designated
Syrian citizen, I do not see these
terrorist organization. Their
Surely each Syrian citizen,
two towns as less important than
countries should hold them
civilian or military, wishes that Damascus. Likewise when the
accountable for communicating not even one drop of blood be neighborhoods of Homs were
with terrorist groups before
spilled. This does not mean to targeted.
asking why the army is targeting yield to occupation in any way.
them.
All areas inhabited by Syrian
Idlib will be freed either through citizens under the control of the
EB | How can Idlib be liberated reconciliations or a political
Syrian State have been targets
when Turkish forces occupy
agreement. Otherwise, the
for those armed terrorist groups
northern Syria and there are
Syrian State will find the means that are supported by the West,
civilians in Idlib, in addition to to liberate Idlib in the same way which claims it is standing by
the 70,000 al-Qaeda and other it liberated all other regions. I
human rights and cares about the
terrorist fighters?
am absolutely certain — not as interests of the Syrian people.
an officer but rather as a citizen
9
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For Syrian citizens, the
liberation of each centimeter, or
rather each grain of sand, is as
important as the liberation of
Idlib. Of course, the existence of
armed groups in Idlib leads to
abnormal circumstances that
cause dysfunction in citizens’
daily lives. Thus, it is important
to liberate Idlib to guarantee the
return of normal life in
Mahardeh, Sqailbiyeh and other
areas.

Syrian Arab Army, portraying
them as murderers and rapists.
Can you speak about the
sacrifices of the Syrian Arab
Army throughout these eight
years of war?

militia of armed gangs will end
with the armed gangs winning.
This has been evident
throughout military history.

For the first time in the history
of humankind, a traditional army
GH | I will answer your question has defeated armies of militant
with a question. Syria is an area groups. The Syrian Army fought
of 185,000 square kilometers.
battles that can be classified as
According to United Nations
new in military science. The
documents, 360,000 armed
Syrian Army fought above
terrorists infiltrated Syrian
ground and underground battles
territory.
in addition to their battles
At the same time, it is important
against the media war,
to end the occupation by the
I would like to draw an example intelligence war, information
U.S. and its allies.
other than Syria. I’ll give the
war, economic war, gang and
U.S., the superpower of the
street-to-street wars. Despite all
I hope that each European or
world, as an example. Let’s
of that, the Syrian Army
American citizen will ask: Why suppose that 36,000, rather than achieved victory. Therefore, can
do Syrian citizens return to areas 360,000, terrorists infiltrate any we imagine the magnitude of the
that have been liberated? Why state of the United States. That’s sacrifices made in this respect by
do citizens welcome the army? 10 percent of the number of
the Syrian Army?
Why do citizens — except those terrorists who made their way
who are held hostage by
into Syria. Let’s also suppose
In the first months of this war,
terrorists — flee from areas
that such terrorists are supported the Syrian leadership realized
under the control of terrorist
by world powers. What would that the terrorists wanted Syrians
groups?
have happened to the U.S.?
to be used to seeing blood
everywhere. So, soldiers were
The civilians residing in
The achievements of the Syrian forbidden from carrying
terrorist-held areas are helpless Arab Army are not ordinary;
weapons, even handguns, when
hostages. A year ago all of the these achievements are
they went to areas of so-called
neighborhoods in eastern Ghouta miraculous accomplishments.
demonstrations to prevent
were populated by terrorists. If
demonstrators from destroying
the Syrian army had been
The two greatest armies in
infrastructure.
shelling civilians in the past,
modern history have failed to
why not do now? Why are
achieve what the Syrian Army For months the soldiers
people now living in peace
has accomplished. In
confronted the militants
there?
Afghanistan, fewer than 10
knowing that they could be
percent of the number of
martyred. However, the
These are questions that I put
terrorists in Syria were able to discipline of the Syrian army
forward to people living in the defeat two armies: the Red
pushed the soldiers to do their
West. I hope they are human
Soviet Army and the U.S. Army. missions without carrying a
enough to ask [themselves] these
weapon.
questions.
But, the Syrian Army defeated
such terrorism. According to
Let any Western citizen imagine
EB | Regarding misinformation military theory, any fight
how it would be for a soldier
from international media on the between an army and terrorist
with no weapons facing armed
10
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militants to stop them from
destroying infrastructure and
targeting civilians.

Warming aka
Climate Change

and trucks, no coal power plants,
transformation of the world
agriculture to burning food as
biofuels. Shindell modestly put
it, “These are huge, huge shifts.”

Source:
This is the Syrian army. The
http://williamengdahl.com/englishNEO
Syrian army cleared most of the
16Oct2018.php
Syrian regions occupied by the
The new IPCC report, SR15,
fiercest types of terrorism ever
declares that global warming of
By F. William Engdahl
witnessed in the history of
1.5°C will “probably“ bring
mankind.
Mainstream media is predictably species extinction, weather
retailing various panic scenarios extremes and risks to food
EB | Thank you very much for “predicting” catastrophic climate supply, health and economic
your time and for the interview change because of man-made
growth. To avoid this the IPCC
in general.
emissions of Greenhouse Gases, estimates required energy
investment alone will be $2.4
especially CO2, if drastic
GH | I also would like to thank changes in our lifestyle are not trillion per year. Could this
you all for what you’ve done so urgently undertaken. There is
explain the interest of major
far and for all of the questions only one thing wrong with all
global banks, especially in the
you raised. I kindly request that that. It’s based on fake science City of London in pushing the
you share my replies with
and corrupted climate modelers Global Warming card?
foreign readers.
who have reaped by now billions
in government research grants to This scenario assumes an even
Personally, I think your role as buttress the arguments for
more incredible dimension as it
an objective journalist
radical change in our standard of is generated by fake science and
transcends the traditional role of living. We might casually ask
doctored data by a tight-knit
journalism. It reflects an ethical “What’s the point?” The answer group of climate scientists
responsibility of telling the truth is not positive .
internationally that have so
about what you’ve seen. If you
polarized scientific discourse
want to help the Syrian people, The South Korea meeting of the that they label fellow scientists
the greatest help you can offer UN IPCC discussed measures who try to argue as not mere
the Syrian people is to tell the
global warming skeptics, but
needed, according to their
truth you have seen with your
computer models, to limit global rather as “Climate Change
own eyes, not just what is said temperature rise tobelow 1.5
deniers.” What does that bit of
all over the internet.
Centigrade above levels of the neuro-linguistic programming
suggest? Holocaust deniers?
pre-industrial era. One of the
Again, anyone can look up Abu panel members and authors of Talk about how to kill legitimate
Saqr al-Souri and see how he ate the latest IPCC Special Report scientific debate, the essence of
the heart of a dead soldier. He on Global Warming, Drew
true science. Recently the head
was a member of the so-called Shindell, at Duke University told of the UN IPCC proclaimed,
peaceful group of the Free
“The debate over the science of
the press that to meet the
Syrian Army, when he was killed arbitrary 1.5 degree target will climate change is well and truly
— he was with the Nusra Front. require world CO2 emissions to over.”
This can be enough to convey drop by a staggering 40% in the
the message.
What the UN panel chose to
next 12 years. The IPCC calls
ignore was the fact the debate
for a draconian “zero net
anything but “over.” The
The Dark Story emissions” of CO2 by 2050. was
Global
Warming Petition
That would mean complete ban
Behind Global on gas or diesel engines for cars Project, signed by over 31,000
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American scientists states,
“There is no convincing
scientific evidence that human
release of carbon dioxide,
methane, or other greenhouse
gasses is causing or will, in the
foreseeable future, cause
catastrophic heating of the
Earth’s atmosphere and
disruption of the Earth’s climate.
Moreover, there is substantial
scientific evidence that increases
in atmospheric carbon dioxide
produce many beneficial effects
upon the natural plant and
animal environments of the
Earth. ”

‘Chicken Little’
The most interesting about the
dire warnings of global
catastrophe if dramatic changes
to our living standards are not
undertaken urgently, is that the
dire warnings are always
attempts to frighten based on
future prediction. When the
“tipping point” of so-called
irreversibility is passed with no
evident catastrophe, they invent
a new future point.
In 1982 Mostafa Tolba,
executive director of the UN
Environment Program (UNEP),
warned the “world faces an
ecological disaster as final as
nuclear war within a couple of
decades unless governments act
now.” He predicted lack of
action would bring “by the turn
of the century, an environmental
catastrophe which will witness
devastation as complete, as
irreversible as any nuclear
holocaust.”In 1989 Noel Brown,
of the UN Environmental

Program (UNEP), said entire
fact that they are purely
nations could be wiped off the theoretical models and not real.
face of the earth by rising sea
The hypothesis depends entirely
levels if the global warming
on computer models generating
trend is not reversed by the year scenarios of the future, with no
2000. James Hansen, a key
empirical records that can verify
figure in the doomsday scenarios either these models or their
declared at that time that 350
flawed prediction. As one
ppm of CO2 was the upper limit, scientific study concluded, “The
“to preserve a planet similar to computer climate models upon
that on which civilization
which “human-caused
developed and to which life on globalwarming” is based have
Earth is adapted.” Rajendra
substantial uncertainties and are
Pachauri, then the chief of the markedly unreliable. This is not
UN IPPC, declared that 2012
surprising, since the climate is a
was the climate deadline by
coupled,non-linear dynamical
which it was imperative to act: system. It is very complex.”
“If there’s no action before 2012, Coupled refers to the
that’s too late.” Today the
phenomenon that the oceans
measured level is 414.
cause changes in the atmosphere
and the atmosphere in turn
As UK scientist Philip Stott
affects the oceans. Both are
notes, “In essence, the Earth has complexly related to solar
been given a 10-year survival
cycles. No single model
warning regularly for the last
predicting global warming or
fifty or so years. …Our post2030 “tipping points” is able or
modern period of climate change even tries to integrate the most
angst can probably be traced
profound influence on Earth
back to the late-1960s…By
climate and weather, the activity
1973, and the ‘global cooling’ of the sun and solar eruption
scare, it was in full swing, with cycles which determine ocean
predictions of the imminent
currents, jet stream activity, El
collapse of the world within ten ninos and our daily weather.
to twenty years…
Environmentalists were warning An Australian IT expert and
that, by the year 2000, the
independent researcher, John
population of the US would have McLean, recently did a detailed
fallen to only 22 million. In
analysis of the IPCC climate
1987, the scare abruptly changed report. He notes that HadCRUT4
to ‘global warming’, and the
is the primary dataset used by
IPCC (the Intergovernmental
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Panel on Climate Change) was Climate Change (IPCC) to make
established (1988)…”
its dramatic claims about “manmade global warming”, to justify
its demands for trillions of
Flawed Data
dollars to be spent on
A central flaw to the computer “combating climate change.”
models cited by the IPCC is the But McLean points to egregious
12
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errors in the HadCRUT4 used by theories. How did this come
IPCC. He notes, “It’s very
about? So-called Climate
careless and amateur. About the Change, aka Global Warming, is
standard of a first-year
a neo-malthusian
university student.” Among the deindustrialization agenda
errors, he cites places where
originally developed by circles
temperature “averages were
around the Rockefeller family in
calculated from next to no
the early 1970’s to prevent rise
information. For two years, the of independent industrial rivals,
temperatures over land in the
much as Trump’s trade wars
Southern Hemisphere were
today. In my book, Myths, Lies
estimated from just one site in and Oil Wars, I detail
Indonesia.” In another place he howthehighly influential
found that for the Caribbean
Rockefeller group also backed
island, St Kitts temperature was creation of the Club of Rome,
recorded at 0 degrees C for a
Aspen Institute,Worldwatch
whole month, on two occasions. Institute and MIT Limits to
The HadCRUT4 dataset is a
Growth report. A key early
joint production of the UK Met organizer of Rockefeller’s ‘zero
Office’s Hadley Centre and the growth’ agenda in the early
Climatic Research Unit at the
1970s was David Rockefeller’s
University of East Anglia. This longtime friend, a Canadian
was the group at East Anglia that oilman named Maurice Strong.
was exposed several years ago Strong was one of the early
for the notorious Climategate
propagators of the scientifically
scandals of faking data and
unfounded theory that mandeleting embarrassing emails to made emissions from
hide it. Mainstream media
transportation vehicles, coal
promptly buried the story,
plants and agriculture caused a
turning attention instead on
dramatic and accelerating global
“who illegally hacked East
temperature rise which threatens
Anglia emails.”
civilization, so-called Global
Warming.
Astonishing enough when we do
a little basic research, we find
As chairman of the 1972 Earth
that the IPCC never carried out a Day UN Stockholm Conference,
true scientific inquiry into the
Strong promoted an agenda of
possible cases of change in Earth population reduction and
climate. Manmade sources of
lowering of living standards
change were arbitrarily asserted, around the world to “save the
and the game was on.
environment.” Some years later
the same Strong restated his
Malthusian Maurice radical ecologist stance: “Isn’t
the only hope for the planet that
Strong
the industrialized civilizations
collapse? Isn’t it our
Few are aware however of the
responsibility to bring that
political and even geopolitical
about?” Co-founder of the
origins of Global Warming
13

Rockefeller-tied Club of Rome,
Dr Alexander King admitted the
fraud in his book, The First
Global Revolution. He stated,
“In searching for a new enemy
to unite us, we came up with the
idea that pollution, the threat of
global warming, water
shortages, famine and the like
would fit the bill… All these
dangers are caused by human
intervention…The real enemy,
then, is humanity itself.”
Please reread that, and let it sink
in. Humanity, and not the 147
global banks and multinationals
who de facto determine today’s
environment, bear the
responsibility.
Following the Earth Summit
Maurice Strong was named
Assistant Secretary General of
the United Nations, and Chief
Policy Advisor to Kofi Annan.
He was the key architect of the
1997-2005 Kyoto Protocol that
declared manmade Global
Warming, according to
“consensus,” was real and that it
was “extremely likely” that manmade CO2 emissions have
predominantly caused it. In 1988
Strong was key in creation of the
UN IPCC and later the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change at the Rio Earth
Summit which he chaired, and
which approved his globalist UN
Agenda 21.
The UN IPCC and its Global
Warming agenda is a political
and not a scientific project. Their
latest report is, like the previous
ones, based on fake science and
outright fraud. MIT Professor
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Richard S Lindzen in a recent
independent geopolitical
speech criticized politicians and analysts, including Scott Ritter,
activists who claim“the science Philip Giraldi, John Pilger,
is settled,” and demand
Seymour Hersh, Eva Bartlett,
“unprecedented changes in all Graham Porter, Rick Sterling ,
aspects of society.” He noted
Cory Morningstar and many
that it was totally implausible for more.
such a complex “multifactor
system” as the climate to be
This journalist’s extensive work
summarized by just one variable, (https://21stcenturywire.com/tag/White
global mean temperature change, -Helmets/) has shown that the
and primarily controlled by just U.K. Intelligence-manufactured
a 1-2 per cent variance in the
group of pseudo
energy budget due to CO2.
“humanitarians” — financed by
Lindzen described how “an
the majority of member states
implausible conjecture backed within the U.S.-led
by false evidence, repeated
interventionist alliance waging
incessantly, has become
war against Syria — is nothing
‘knowledge,’ used to promote
more than an auxiliary of the Al
the overturn of industrial
Qaeda generic offshoots in
civilization.” Our world indeed Syria. The White Helmet image
needs a “staggering
has been professionally polished
transformation,” but one that
by a vast network of PR
promotes health and stability of agencies, billionaire
the human species instead.
philanthropists, and media
outlets aligned with their
respective government
Faux
objectives to overthrow the
Humanitarian: Syrian government and reduce
to a “failed state,” as they
Irwin Cotler, the Syria
succeeded in doing with Libya.

White Helmets, and
has a history of supporting
the Whitewashing of Israel
terrorism in Syria since the start
an Appalling
of the U.S. coalition war against
the nation officially began in
Agenda
2011. Israel has offered medical
Source:
https://thewallwillfall.org/2019/08/06/f
aux-humanitarian-irwin-cotler-thewhite-helmets-and-the-whitewashingof-an-appalling-agenda/

By Vanessa Beeley
The White Helmets have been
discredited and exposed as a
British-government-incubated
project by a number of

treatment to the various militant
groups previously occupying
areas of southern Syria. Stories
abound of Israeli troops
providing covering fire for
groups dominated by Al Qaeda
affiliates or rebrands as they
came under attack from the
Syrian Arab Army legitimately
reclaiming territory lost to
internationally-backed armed
14

groups.
As journalist Sharmine Narwani
pointed out in her article “Are
Al Qaeda affiliates fighting
alongside U.S. rebels in Syria’s
south?”:
https://www.theamericanconservative.c
om/articles/are-al-qaeda-affiliatesfighting-alongside-u-s-rebels-in-syriassouth/

"If forced to choose, Israel
prefers the presence of terrorist
groups to Iranian influence […]
Israel is so heavily [in]vested in
keeping Syria and its allies
away from its borders, it has
actively bolstered al-Qaeda and
other extremists in Syria’s
southern theater.”
Israel’s evacuation of the White
Helmets was an extension of its
terrorist-supporting operations in
southern Syria — and a response
to a cry for help from a U.S. ally
that has also supported proxy
terrorism in Syria for the last
eight years. Certainly Israel
would not lift a finger to help
any entity opposed to its
existence in the Middle East,
regardless of the pressure
brought to bear by its allies in
the U.S. or the U.K. It must also
be noted that Israel and NATO
member states did not offer the
same humanitarian assistance to
ordinary Syrian refugees
gathered at the borders with
Jordan and in Israeli annexed
territory.
The following video footage of
the Israel forces enabling the
White Helmet evacuation
process was published on
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Twitter by former Israeli security in Daraa Al Balad, south of
affairs expert Shai Ben-Ari:
Damascus, and interview White
Helmet members as they
https://youtu.be/N8ADlh3aCOE continued to work in areas still
under the control of armed
During my time in the southern groups during ongoing Russianregion of Syria, I visited
brokered reconciliation talks.
numerous abandoned White
One of the White Helmets, Abu
Helmet centers located, as they Mohanad Al Mahamid, told me:
always seemed to be, next to
armed group centers or in shared
"There are some [armed]
complexes, usually former
factions connected with Israel;
schools, hospitals or industrial
those factions were gathered by
buildings that had been
Israel in Quneitra and were told
converted into military
that you will [they would] leave
headquarters and munitions
with the White Helmets. By the
factories.
way, the number of White
Helmets in the southern area is
I followed the route taken before 635, but those who left were
me by the White Helmets as they 800. This means that there are
exited Syria into the Israeli[armed] factions who work with
occupied Golan Heights before Mossad and they were extracted
being transported to Jordan for
alongside the White Helmets…
their onward journey to asylum
Not all those who left were
in the U.K., Canada, France or
White Helmets; there were
Germany. Locals in the area told people who left from Quneitra.
me that a significant number of There were terrorists; some left
leaders and fighters from armed
from the Yarmouk Basin.”
groups had been evacuated
alongside the White Helmets
When asked to clarify who the
with no opposition from Israel. terrorists from Yarmouk Basin
were, Al Mahamid confirmed
that they were ISIS fighters.

A White Helmets center in Daraa Al
Balad, Syria. Photo | Vanessa Beeley

On September 20, 2018, I
managed to enter a stilloperating White Helmet center

White Helmets leader Abu Mohanad Al
Mahamid in Daraa Al Balad talks to
Vanessa Beeley on September 20,
2018. Photo | Vanessa Beeley
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During the dramatic evacuation
of the White Helmets, former
U.K. Ambassador to Syria Peter
Ford responded to a statement
issued by U.K. Foreign
Secretary Jeremy Hunt. Ford
raised a number of questions
regarding the extradition of the
White Helmets, perhaps one of
the most pertinent being this:
"Might the British government
have been afraid of this
particular group being caught
and interrogated, revealing
perhaps the truth about alleged
chemical weapons incidents?”
In December of 2018, Jordanian
Member of Parliament Tareq
Khoury demanded that the
“dregs of White Helmets” still in
Jordan be extradited as traitors
to their homeland to face justice
inside Syria.
“It is known they are traitors,”
he said, adding:
"Treason is a shameful and
disgraceful act. Whoever
betrays his homeland and his
people will not spare the
homeland of others. There are
many stories throughout history
in which traitors are eliminated
by their operators when their
dirty missions against their
homelands are finished… I urge
the Jordanian government to
hand over those remaining
[White Helmets] to the Sryian
state to try them for betraying
their homeland.”

Who orchestrated this
exceptional rescue?
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When the pedigree of those
behind the White Helmet
evacuation is more closely
examined, Israel’s outsized role
in the promotion and protection
of the internationally financed
group becomes more even more
apparent.

According to the Globe and
Mail, Canada was being “hailed
for its leadership” of the White
Helmet rescue mission. Chrystia
Freeland, Canadian foreign
minister and former Globe and
Mail editor, used a July NATO
summit in Brussels to issue a
plea on behalf of the White
Rewind to the hatching of the
Helmets, which persuaded both
White Helmet “rescue” plan. On Germany and Britain to accept a
July 24, 2018, The Globe and
number of the high-profile
Mail ran a story headlined:
“refugees.”
“How Canada’s woman in
Istanbul began the daring rescue Former MI6 intelligence
of the White Helmets.” The
operative and creator of the
article outlines how White
White Helmets, James Le
Helmets leader Raed Saleh
Mesurier, praised Canada’s
approached Robin Wettlaufer,
initiative and singled out
Canada’s Istanbul-based special Wettlauger for praise. “Robin
envoy to Syria, for help.
has been absolutely
extraordinary; …the drive, the
Saleh has a history of being
galvanization came from
refused entry to the U.S. He was Canada,” Le Mesurier told the
turned back at Dulles Airport in Globe and Mail.
2016 because of his suspected
ties to extremist groups in Syria. As time passed, another
This inconvenient fact was
individual was revealed to have
wiped from his immigration
been at the forefront of the
slate by former Obama
Canada-led campaign. In
administration Secretary of State October 2018, the Globe and
John Kerry and Saleh was
Mail ran another story
subsequently allowed to enter
identifying Irwin Cotler’s role in
the United States in September the operation.
2016. Kerry met Saleh during a
closed-door session at the U.N.,
"Renowned international
where the then-secretary of state
human-rights lawyer Irwin
had convened a meeting with
Cotler is nominating Syria’s
members of the Syrian
famed White Helmets, a group
opposition, including members
of volunteer humanitarian
of armed groups. Incidentally, it workers Canada helped rescue
was during these talks that Kerry from the war-torn country, for
famously admitted to the Obama the Nobel Peace Prize 2019.”
administration’s support for ISIS
in Syria in leaked audio
Cotler, the former Liberal
published by the New York
minister of justice and attorney
Times.
general for Canada, was a
crucial element in the White
16

Helmets rescue bid and was
called upon to broker an
agreement for the mission with
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.

Why is Irwin Cotler so
invested in the White
Helmets?
Cotler’s history and connections
reveal a high-profile global
player who has consistently
defended Israel’s appalling
human-rights record in Palestine
and is a tireless promoter of the
responsibility to protect doctrine
or R2P.
R2P is one of the most
enterprising propaganda
initiatives of the global powers
aligned with U.S. supremacy and
neo-colonialism. It effectively
provides the moral justification
to invade or attack any country
whose government is deemed
repressive toward its people.
Of course, those who decide
what countries are repressive are
the same ones with a history of
militarily subjugating sovereign
nations, plundering their
resources, and in most cases
ultimately reducing the quality
of life for those same “repressed
people.” This, on top of the
years or even decades of
bloodshed that leave behind
depleted uranium and
psychological trauma that will
affect those “repressed people”
for generations once the
campaign has succeeded in
reducing these nations to failed
states.
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intervention in Libya to
effectively bring down President
Muammar Qaddafi would be a
“test case for the UN Security
Council and its implementation
of the R2P doctrine.” History
has since revealed that many of
Irwin Cotler is the chair of the Raoul those “mass atrocities” so
Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights. vehemently condemned by
Irwin Cotler speaks at the 2014 Stand
Photo | RWCHR
Cotler were little more than
Strong for Israel Rally in Washington.
The R2P doctrine has become narratives designed to
In the article Engler lays out a
manufacture consent for the
one of the most insidious
wholesale destruction of Libya convincing argument that Cotler
instruments used by global
is a serial apologist for Israel’s
by NATO member states.
hegemons to manufacture
genocidal policies towards the
consent for the myriad foreverPalstinian people. Engler reveals
The
reality
of
Cotler’s
wars of various intensities that
that Cotler was a long-time
campaigns for foreign regime
are currently plaguing most
unofficial advisor to the former
change
or
intervention
is
that
regions of the world. It sells the
Israeli military chief of staff,
“humanitarian value” of war and they almost always march in
General Moshe Ya’alon. Ya’alon
lock-step
with
neoconservative
obfuscates hidden interests that
is on the record saying that Israel
U.S. foreign policy. His
are the true driver of modern“humanitarian” branding is but a “has a right to every part of the
day colonization projects.
land of Israel.” In 2002, Ya’alon
thin veneer of hypocrisy that
told a conference of rabbis in
Cotler has hung the R2P Sword attempts to conceal his
Jerusalem: “The Palestinian
establishment
policies
—
of Damocles over the heads of
threat harbors cancer-like
both Syria and Libya. In 2016 he policies that almost always serve
attributes that have to be severed
the
interests
of
Israel.
accused Canada of “defaulting”
and fought to the bitter end.”
on its responsibility to intervene
Canadian
author
and
journalist
in Syria, reinforcing the
Yves Engler has waged a long- Cotler’s own daughter, attorney
hyperbole used to facilitate
time campaign against Cotler’s Michal Cotler-Wunsh, was
another “humanitarian” war:
included in a joint list of Israel’s
crypto-neocolonialism. When
Resilience and Telem Party
"That doctrine [R2P] says that former Canadian Prime Minister
candidates headed by former
Paul
Martin
nominated
Cotler
whenever there is a situation of
Chiefs of Staff Benny Gantz and
war crimes and crimes against for the Nobel Peace Prize in
Moshe Ya’alon. Cotler-Wunsh
2019,
alongside
Cotler’s
own
humanity and, God forbid,
was “born in Jerusalem, served
genocide, and the country in nomination of the White
in the Israeli military and
Helmets,
Engler
wrote
an
article
which it takes place is the
http://www.palestinechronicle.com/ca obtained law degrees from the
author of that criminality, there (nadas-dershowitz-apologist-for-israeliHebrew University of
is a responsibility to intervene war-crimes-nominated-for-peaceJerusalem.” The Cotler family
and protect the innocent
prize/) titled “Canada’s
connections to extreme rightcivilians. And I think we have Dershowitz, apologist for Israeli
wing elements of the Israeli
defaulted on that — not just war crimes, nominated for Peace
ruling elite could not be stronger
Canada, the international
prize.”
or better defined.
community — with respect to
Syria.”
In 2011, Cotler argued that
17
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killed 1,400 Palestinians in
Gazain 2008 and 2009.

Cotler and Venezuela

of three international experts”
responsible for a 400-page
Canadian-backed Organization
of American States (OAS) report
on rights violations in
Venezuela. The panel
recommended OAS Secretary
General Luis Almagro “submit
the report to the Office of the
Prosecutor of the ICC
[International Criminal Court]
and that other states refer
Venezuela to the ICC.”

It should come as no surprise
that Cotler’s support for U.S.backed foreign interventions
extends to the other side of the
The Bakr boys, four brothers hit by an
Israeli airstrike while playing soccer in Atlantic as well. In Venezuela,
Gaza in 2014. Khalil Hamra | AP he has been instrumental in
furthering the U.S. agenda and
To launch the Telem Party
undermining governance in an
campaign, Gantz released a
independent and sovereign state.
Cotler’s dedication to the
video celebrating his role in the
massacre of 2,200 Palestinians Cotler has gone so far as to state “mobilization of shame against
during the 2014 “mowing the
that “recognizing Juan Guaido as human-rights violators” is
lawn” bombing campaign in
Venezuela’s leader is not a coup, invariably directed against states
Gaza. For Gantz, “parts of Gaza it’s an embrace of democracy.” and leaders who oppose U.S.
global supremacy.
[being] sent back to the Stone
Cotler has called for the
Age” was a victory for “peace” delegitimization of the Maduro
in the region. A “peace” that
government, and the sanctioning Cotler on Iran and Syria
only Israel would benefit from. of top officials to hasten the
In his article, Engler points out demise of Maduro and to “speed In 2012 the Jewish Telegraphic
that Gantz faces a war-crimes
the transition to democratic
Agency reported that the U.S.
case in the Netherlands for his governance” in Venezuela. He State Department had reportedly
participation in the 2014
described the Venezuelan
removed Iran’s Mujahedin-e
campaign that claimed the lives government as being responsible Khalq (MEK) from the terrorism
of civilians in Gaza and reduced for the “worst ever humanitarian list. According to the article:
much of the besieged enclave to crisis in the region,” while
rubble, destroying infrastructure ignoring the U.S. role in creating "Iranian Americans sympathetic
and ensuring living conditions and maintaining that
to the plight of MEK enlisted the
were reduced to sub-third-world “humanitarian crisis” through
support of a number of prostatus.
crippling sanctions aimed at
Israel figures, including Nobel
undermining the Maduro
Peace laureate and Holocaust
In his staunch defense of Israel, government. This is such a
memoirist Elie Wiesel; Harvard
Cotler has described illegal
textbook regime-change script law professor Alan Dershowitz;
Israeli settlements in the West and Cotler adheres to it without
and Irwin Cotler, the former
Bank as “disputed territories”
deviation.
Canadian justice minister. “
and justified the 2006 Israeli war
(emphasis added)
on Lebanon that left 1,200
In his exposé on Cotler, Engler
mostly civilians dead. He has
claims that Cotler has been
consistently attempted to derail working with Guaido’s rightinvestigations into Israeli war
wing Popular Will Party for four
crimes — savagely attacking
years with the aim of ousting the
Richard Goldstone, who led the Maduro government. Regional
UN investigation of Israel’s
media outlet VenezuelaAnalysis
Operation Cast Lead, which
pointed out that Cotler was “one
18
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White Helmets leader Raed Saleh (left)
received the 2019 Elie Wiesel Award at
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum.
Photo | Wolf Blitzer via Twitter

this case, as mixing fact and
fiction is what both Elie Wiesel
and the White Helmets are all
about.”

As an aside, earlier this year the
White Helmets were recipients Cotler, Wiesel’s comrade in
of the Elie Wiesel Award from defending the MEK and
promoting the White Helmets,
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial
was responsible for the
Museum (HMM) for their
“work” in Syria. Raed Saleh was organization of three “Iran
available to receive the award on Accountability” weeks. In 2014
behalf of Al Qaeda’s auxiliaries Cotler invited Maryam Rajavi,
and simultaneously picked up a leader of the MEK, to appear in
checkfrom the U.S. government the program alongside UN
for $5 million to “help us with human-rights officials and
“pundits from a hawkish
acquiring ambulances and to
help us with search and rescue American think tank.” Cotler
later argued that Rajavi’s
operations.”
inclusion in the event was “issue
Former CIA counter-terrorism specific,” but his prior support
for this brutal terrorist
officer Philip Giraldi wrote a
cultundermines such an
scathing article
(https://ahtribune.com/world/north- argument.

Engel (NY-16), is chairman of
the ICJP and vice president of
the WJC. Engel is another
vociferous supporter of the
MEK.
Engel presented a “gift of
appreciation” to Cotler during a
dinner at the King David Hotel
in 2015, on behalf of the WJC.
“If one looks to this generation
and seeks a role model, that
would be Irwin Cotler,” Engel
said.

Engel connects again with Cotler
in his condemnation of the
Syrian government and support
for increased “humanitarian”
military intervention in Syria.
Engel was responsible for the
Caesar Civilian Protection Act,
which was ostensibly introduced
to increase economic sanctions
africa-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/3117-israel-terrorists-whiteCotler employs blatant “human against the Syrian government
helmets.html) condemning the
rights” double standards in his based upon claims made by an
hypocrisy of the award, the irony condemnation of governments in alleged former Syrian military
of the taxpayer-funded HMM
U.S. and Israeli crosshairs, while photographer in the questionable
honoring what he called a
systematically ignoring the
Caesar Report. That report was
“terrorist group … used in
appalling human-rights records commissioned by the
support of Israeli propaganda
of governments or organizations government of Qatar, a Gulf
vis-a-vis Syria.” Giraldi
included within the U.S. circle State heavily invested in the
concluded:
of power.
financing of terrorist groups and
the White Helmets in Syria.
"Perhaps, while they are at it, As in Syria, it seems that
the museum’s board just might prominent neoconservatives will The Caesar Civilian Protection
also want to check out Elie favor terrorist groups over
Act will effectively collectively
Wiesel, for whom the award is legitimate governments that are punish the Syrian people for
named. Wiesel, who was a
perceived to threaten Israeli
resisting efforts to destabilize
chronicler of Jewish victimhood security in the region.
their country and topple their
while persistently refusing to
elected government in the time
acknowledge what Israel was Cotler is also a member of the honored tradition of U.S.
doing to the Palestinians,
International Council of Jewish Coalition sanctions that can only
notoriously mixed fact and
Parliamentarians (ICJP). The
be considered siege warfare or
fiction in his best-selling
ICJP has operated under the
economic terrorism. The
Holocaust memoir, Night.
auspices of the World Jewish
orchestrators of this vindictive
Ironically, the award and
Congress (WJC) since 2006.
measure clearly have their roots
recipient are well matched in Democratic Congressman Eliot in the neoconservative camp in
19
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the U.S.

political and intelligence inner
circles.

There are now two more
elements of Cotler’s influence
on the global stage that I would
like to examine in some detail.
Cotler has been at the forefront
of the new cold war campaigns
to criminalize Russia, but that
warrants an entire article
dedicated to Cotler’s war against
the Russian government’s
perceived “culture of corruption
and criminality.” Cotler was
instrumental in introducing the
controversial “Magnitsky Law”
(Justice for Victims of Corrupt
Foreign Officials Act) in Canada
to “fight Russian thuggery,” and
for promoting the adoption of
the Magnitsky Act by all aligned
governments.

"Alan Dershowitz is an
Dershowitz negotiated the
individual deeply involved in the
“sweetheart plea” for Epstein
pro-Israel lobby and has close
that allowed him a “work release ties to influential figures in the
provision throughout his 13
U.S. and Israel like casino
months in Palm Beach County
billionaire Sheldon Adelson. In
Jail” in 2008, when Epstein
his pro-Israel activism,
faced charges of sexually
Dershowitz fits well with
abusing under-age girls at his
Cotler’s efforts to “shame”
Palm Beach mansion.
groups that run counter to their
Dershowitz denied claims that
policy goals, and this has
an under-age child and a woman
recently been seen in how
were forced to have sex with
Dershowitz has sought to
him by Epstein and his
initimidate and shame the young
girlfriend, British socialite
women who have accused him
Ghislaine Maxwell.
and his friend Jeffrey Epstein of
rape.”

The Cotler-Dershowitz
partnership
Alan Dershowitz, a controversial
figure in his own right, has
described Cotler as “his mirror Jeffrey Epstein with Alan Dershowitz.
Rick Friedman | Corbis
image in Canada.” The CotlerDershowitz double act is a
Award-winning journalist
longstanding and powerful
Whitney Webb is publishing a
partnership with far-reaching
series of articles
influence among the world’s
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/black
most powerful entities.

She told me:

In 2016 Dershowitz nominated
Cotler for the Nobel Peace Prize.
Like his “heroes” in the White
Helmets — who have,
themselves, been unsuccessfully
nominated several times —
Cotler has yet to succeed in his
bid for the ultimate
“humanitarian” prize.

mail-jeffrey-epstein-trump-mentorreagan-era/260760/) for MintPress

Dershowitz, and American
News detailing the horrifying
lawyer and academic, was
implications of the Epstein case
heavily implicated in the recent
and the origins of this
Jeffrey Epstein scandal that has
underworld-sanctioned
sent shock waves through the
debauchery. I asked Webb for a
establishment ruling classes,
comment on the Dershowitz
exposing decades of depravity
connections to Epstein and his
among the most powerful sectors
role in furthering the
of society and a blackmail cartel
U.S./Neocon “humanitarian”
that profited from the sexual
war agenda.
perversion of their billionaire
clients from within capitalist,
20

Cotler, left, is seen with guest speaker
Alan Dershowitz, right at an event
honoring Cotler. Photo | CJN

While Cotler may promote his
hawkish policies under the cover
of “humanitarian” branding,
Dershowitz has openly
advocated torture under specific
condtions and argued that non-
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lethal “torturous techniques of
interrogation should indeed be
legally authorized.”
Dershowitz seems to endorse
torture if the government makes
the decision to torture an
individual under any
“reasonable” pretext. This is
effectively the legitimization of
state torture, which could very
possibly be used against anyone
classified by the government as
high risk.

The Jewish Coalition for
Kurdistan
The Brussels-based Jewish
Coalition for Kurdistan (JCFK)
counts Dershowitz and Cotler
among its pro-Israel members.
The JCFK website declares its
mission to support independence
for Iraqi Kurdistan:
"The Jewish Coalition for
Kurdistan is committed to
deepening friendship between
the Jewish and Kurdish people
worldwide, and supporting the
further development and
consolidation of relations
between Kurdistan and the State
of Israel, the only two
democratic and pro-Western
societies in the Middle East.”
(emphasis added)
This project brings Cotler and
Dershowitz into alliance with
Bernard Henri Levy, a FrenchJewish philosopher with a
deadly reputation for fomenting
and supporting neocolonialist
projects around the world, but
perhaps most notoriously in
Libya. Levy has been a long-

time supporter of Kurdish
“independence.”

stage.”

Cotler’s protectionist campaign
While it would take a separate on behalf of the White Helmets
article to fully explore the
should raise alarm bells among
neoconservative weaponization the legions of Palestinian
of Kurdish independence to
movement supporters and
weaken, destabilize and partition ostensibly pro-Palestine
target states, including Syria,
journalists and talking heads
Iraq and Iran, the involvement of who have promoted the concept
these three empire builders in
of a grassroots “Syrian
the “cause” and the marketing of revolution” to their substantial
Kurdistan as the other
Western audiences.
“democratic and pro-Western
society” in the Middle East must Whether wittingly or
indicate the direction in which unwittingly, media personalities
this campaign is heading: the
like C.J Werleman, George
balkanization of the Middle
Monbiot, Nafeez Ahmed, Jon
East.
Snow of U.K. Channel 4, and
many others have vehemently
Bringing down nations leapt to the defense of the White
and trafficking children Helmets and joined the chorus of
attacks and smears against
journalists and academics who
Cotler must be considered a
have dared to question the
“humanitarian” fraud when one
credibility of the organization
takes into account the extensive
financed by the U.S. Coalition
damage caused to nations that
that so clearly collaborates with
have had to resist one
the terrorist groups committing
interventionist war after another
heinous crimesagainst the Syrian
by his neocon-aligned policies.
people.
Policies designed to remove
non-aligned governments and
Israel’s involvement in the
collectively punish the nonevacuation of the White Helmets
aligned citizens of those
and the subsequent promotion of
countries.
the group by personalities and
governments heavily invested in
In his 2019 petition against the
expanding Israel’s interests must
nomination of Cotler for the
highlight who the organization
Nobel Peace Prize, Iranianserves in the region — and I do
Canadian activist Mehdi
not believe it is the Syrian
Samadian states:
people, as their PR agencies
claim.
"The petition organizers believe
that Irwin Cotler has supported
Cotler’s “human rights
and advocated for political
credentials are a sham”
actors and policies instigating
according to Engler. Much has
conflicts and prolonging
been made of his role as legal
instability at the international
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advisor to late South African
President Nelson Mandela. Yet
South Africa’s ambassador to
Venezuela, Pandit Thaninga
Shope-Linney, apparently denies
this claim, thus stripping Cotler
of his most potent
“humanitarian” identity.
According to Engler, Mandela
himself does not name Cotler in
his biography, although he does
mention other lawyers by name.

brokers everywhere, bank
accounts everywhere; they’ve
got recruiters, they’ve got
translators, they’ve got travel
agents who set up the visas.”

proposes that the age of consent
in America should be lowered.
Or, as Whitney Webb
commented, “Alan Dershowitz
is now making a ‘constitutional’
argument to legalize statutory
What is perhaps even more
rape.” Dershowitz is effectively
disturbing and ominous is the
suggesting that if a child reaches
fact that Cotler has not
puberty at the age of 10, they are
addressed the accusations of
to be considered a legitimate
organ trafficking levied against target for sexual predators —
the White Helmets themselves interesting timing as the Epstein
by the Syrian civilians who were scandal storm gathers.
Cotler has been merciless in
forced to live under their
pursuit of China for its alleged occupation in areas of Syria
We can only speculate that there
record of “gruesome organ
formerly under the control of
is a connection between the
trade.” Why then does Cotler not terrorist groups partnered by the White Helmets, accused of
equally condemn Israel for its
very organization that Cotler
multiple child abductions and
appalling history of organ
nominated for the Nobel Peace organ trafficking, and the
trafficking and theft, particularly Prize 2019.
nefarious activities connected to
in Palestine?
one of their staunchest
Cotler has not only defended the supporters: Irwin Cotler and his
In 2009, Nancy Scheper-Hughes White Helmets, but he has also double-act partner Alan
was Chancellor’s Professor of lauded them and invested his
Dershowitz. It certainly warrants
Medical Anthropology at the
reputation in the whitewashing a deeper investigation.
University of California
of their image. Cotler is a
Berkeley, the founder of Organ powerful sympathizer of the
The Price of
Watch and author of a number of Israeli government and
“Freedom”? US
academic books on organ
influencer with connections that
trafficking. I have taken the
reach into the darkest corners of
Drone Massacres
following quote from an article state affairs in Canada, the U.S.
Dozens of Afghan
(https://www.wrmea.org/009and Israel. He has not chosen to
november/israeli-organ-harvestingally himself with this fraudulent
Farmers as They
from-moldova-to-palestine.html) by
and criminal organization by
long-time author and journalist chance.
Slept
Alison Weir:
Source:
Cotler’s mirror image in
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/09/t
"While Scheper-Hughes
America is Alan Dershowitz,
he-price-of-freedom-us-droneemphasizes that traffickers come this, according to Dershowitz
massacres-dozens-of-afghan-farmersfrom numerous nations and himself, accused of sexual
as-they-slept.html
ethnicities, including Americans abuse, defense lawyer for a
and Arabs, ‘Israel,’ she states, convicted serial child-abuser and
By Matt Agorist
‘is at the top. It has tentacles advocate for state-controlled
reaching out worldwide.’ … In a torture. More recently,
Imagine if this happened inside
lecture last year she explained Dershowitz argued that “puberty the United States. Imagine the
that Israeli organ traffickers is arriving earlier, particularly reaction from politicians and the
‘have a pyramid system at work among some ethnic groups,” in US war machine looking to right
that’s awesome…they have light of which Dershowitz
this wrong.
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pine nuts this week.

militants. Half of those
slaughtered by allied troops
Naturally, the US is responding were women and children.
to the situation with a canned
response and refusing to accept In spite of countless drone
responsibility.
bombs raining down from the
skies, Hellfire and Tomahawk
“U.S. forces conducted a drone missiles flattening buildings, and
strike against Da’esh (IS)
mass graves filled with
terrorists in Nangarhar,” said
collateral damage, the US has
Colonel Sonny Leggett, a
absolutely nothing to show for it
spokesman for U.S. forces in
except physically and
Afghanistan. “We are aware of psychologically damaged
allegations of the death of non- veterans and a massive trillion
combatants and are working
dollar debt.
with local officials to determine
the facts.”
The Congressional Research
Service, for example, concluded
Residents of the Nangarhar
in 2015 that the wars in
Well, that is exactly what the
province spoke publicly
Afghanistan and Iraq have cost
United States is asking
Thursday and demanded the
U.S. taxpayers $1.6 trillion.
Afghanistan to do right now
U.S. take responsibility for this However, according to a report
after a drone strike Wednesday murder.
from TIME magazine last year,
night slaughtered 30 innocent
that number is a gross
civilian farmers as they rested “Such mistakes cannot be
underestimate.
from a long day’s work picking justified. American forces must
pine nuts. The attack also left 40 realize (they) will never win the As TFTP previously reported,
others maimed and mangled.
war by killing innocent
according to an analysis from
civilians,” said Javed Mansur, a the “Costs of War Project” from
“The workers had lit a bonfire resident of Jalalabad city.
Brown University’s Watson
and were sitting together when a
Institute, by the end of 2018, the
drone targeted them,” tribal
Indeed.
U.S. War on Terror cost America
elder Malik Rahat Gul told
taxpayers more than $5.6
Reuters by telephone from Wazir This slaughter comes on the
trillion, which is an average of
Tangi.
heels of a rather disturbing
$23,386 per taxpayer.
report released by the United
According to Reuters, a survivor Nations in April detailing how in As of late September 2017, the
of the drone strike said about
the first part of 2019, US forces
United States wars in Iraq,
200 laborers were sleeping in
and their allies killed more
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Syria
five tents pitched near the farm civilians than the Taliban and and the additional spending on
when the attack happened.
other terrorist groups.
Homeland Security, and the
Departments of Defense and
“Some of us managed to escape, According to the most recent
Veterans Affairs since the 9/11
some were injured but many
UN data, Afghan civilians were attacks totaled more than $4.3
were killed,” said Juma Gul, a killed in greater numbers by
trillion in current dollars
resident of northeastern Kunar NATO and pro-government
through FY2017. Adding likely
province who had traveled along security forces in the first three costs for FY2018 and estimated
with laborers to harvest and shell months of 2019 than by armed future spending on veterans, the
Would you, as an American
citizen sit idly back and accept
the excuse given by the country
who carried out that attack?
Would you accept the wholesale
slaughter of your fellow citizens
by the dozen if the country who
led the attack said it was a
mistake and we did it to “help”
you? What if it was one of your
children killed in the attack? Or
your brother, sister, father,
mother, or grand parent? Would
you simply accept that this
slaughter was a mistake and the
“help” you are receiving from
this country is worth it?
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costs of war total more than
$5.6 trillion.

massive network that is
flourishing in Iraq, Yemen,
Somalia, Syria, and Libya—all
As The Nation noted, that
countries where the U.S. has
estimate does not include several actively carried out bombing
factors such as “the psychic
campaigns in recent years.
costs to the Americans mangled Coincidence? Not at all.
in one way or another in those
never-ending conflicts. They
Ask yourself this question, how
don’t include the costs to this
many future terrorists did the
country’s infrastructure, which United States create yesterday?
has been crumbling while
Do you think that the children of
taxpayer dollars flow copiously those slain by a decade of
and in a remarkably—in these bombing and constant threats of
years, almost uniquely—
drone strikes will simply forget
bipartisan fashion into what’s
about the atrocities inflicted
still laughably called ‘national upon them? Do you think that
security.’”
the parents who watched their
babies blown apart by predator
After 18 years, there is no sign drones, or the hospital workers
that the War on Terror is ending who watched as US bombs
anytime soon, but surely the
rained down from the sky —
United States is finally close to will just turn the other cheek?
defeating Al Qaeda—right?
In reality, the US War on Terror
Unfortunately, the opposite is
has had the opposite effect on
true. A report from the Los
“fighting terrorists.” It is
Angeles Times noted that in
creating them. For the last 18
2018, “Al Qaeda may be
years, the US has actually been
stronger than ever,” and instead planting a garden in which a
of destroying the group, “U.S. million Osama Bin Ladens
policies in the Mideast appear would grow.
to have encouraged its spread.”
The truth is that since 9/11, the
The group has amassed the
US and their NATO allies have
largest fighting force in its
fostered a breeding ground for
existence. Estimates say it may extremist and fundamentalist
have more than 20,000 militants groups. As Americans have sat
in Syria and Yemen alone. It
back and said nothing over the
boasts affiliates across North
last two decades, the military
Africa, the Levant and parts of industrial complex was sowing
Asia, and it remains strong
the seeds for perpetual war,
around the Afghanistan-Pakistan which left unchecked will
border.
inevitably lead to the demise of
the American empire or total
While Al Qaeda may have
human annihilation—whichever
started out as a small terrorist
comes first.
group, it has now grown into a
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On Criticism of
Palestinian
Resistance
Source:
https://gilad.online/writings/2019/9/19/
on-criticism-of-palestinian-resistance

By Eve Mykytyn
What other form of resistance is
available to an oppressed
people? One does not have to
search hard to find a Jewish
source begging for the peaceful
resistance of a Palestinian
Gandhi or King.
The request itself is odd, it
invites a comparison to the
conditions Gandhi and King
fought, and is an implicit,
although perhaps unintended,
admission that Israel represents
another oppressive racist regime.
It takes chutzpah to complain
about the form of resistance
employed by the people you are
oppressing. Why are the
Palestinians obliged to meet
violence with nonviolence?
Certainly you have to take your
victims as they are.
Gandhi wrote about the uses of
nonviolent resistance and King
referred to Gandhi’s writings.
For Gandhi and King
nonviolence was not an end in
itself, it was a strategy, a means
to achieve a goal. Despite later
deifications, neither Gandhi nor
King was a saint, they were
leaders who employed non
violent resistance because it was
effective under their
circumstances.
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Both men were vastly
outpowered by the brutal
regimes they opposed.
Nonviolence did not allow them
or their followers to escape
injury or death, their battles
required at least as much
physical bravery as for any
soldiers.
Both Gandhi and King
deliberately provoked their
enemies and then refused either
to back down or to physically
fight back. The decision to meet
violence with nonviolent
resistance was a powerful tool
used to expose the brutality of
the regime. The march to Selma
would have amounted to little
without the press. What they
‘achieved’ was an unforgettably
painful display of violence. To
the extent nonviolence
succeeded for King, it was
because the ‘soldiers’ on the
other side gave Americans a
clear picture of the savagery to
which blacks were subjected. It
became increasingly difficult for
those who had long averted their
eyes to claim ignorance.
One reason the Palestinians are
portrayed as ‘failing’ to meet the
standard set by Gandhi or King
is that their use of the tactic of
nonviolence has not attracted
sympathetic coverage, it has not
been effective enough in
exposing Israel’s brutality. There
are, of course, numerous
examples of peaceful Palestinian
resistence. One example is
commemorated on ‘Land Day’
remembering the day in 1976
that Israel killed peaceful

Palestinian protestors. Another medics have been killed, even
occurred during the first intifada, when they were standing far
as Neve Gordon writes in 972 back from the fence.” Spin that
(https://972mag.com/where-isone. Here’s an attempt by Eric
palestines-gandhi-marching-inYoffe, a self-described ‘liberal’
gaza/134274/), when the
American Jew, to justify killing
“Palestinians adopted massive protestors who had not killed a
civil disobedience strategies,
single Israeli. “If 100 Jewish
including daily protests” against bodies were strewn across
Israel’s occupation. Israel
southern Israel, would the
responded with violence and
American left more readily
mass incarcerations. While they forgive Israel’s defensive actions
could easily provoke violence against an angry mob of tens of
through peaceful protest, the
thousands propelled by the
Palestinians could not win the murderous, anti-Semitic
media nor shame the Israelis into terrorists of Hamas?” This is
change.
simply a variation on the “I
thought he was going to hit me
This, of course, begs the
so I hit him back first” defense.
question of control of the media. Perhaps the need to resort to
King was extensively covered such a feeble rationale helps
in the media. Do the
explain why we finally have a
Palestinians have access to the tiny Congressional support
same? At best, Haaretz might group for the Palestinians.
decry the proportionality of
Seventeen were so daring as to
Israel’s violence, but will it
vote against an anti BDS bill.
explore the true meaning of
Palestinian protest, both the
Further, Israel has shown little
original and the ongoing taking sign that it is willing to change
of their property and destruction its basic oppressive policies in
of their society? Would the
response to any actions or
international press do any better? restraint by the Palestinians.
This is an interesting video
As I was writing this I realized (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
that Palestinian nonviolent
v=DcgjCIxHezA) in which Israeli
protests in Gaza have had
‘settlers’ are asked if they would
perhaps a small effect on public move if told to do so by their
opinion. The mainstream media government and knowing the
in the US is universally
move would mean peace in the
favorable to Israel, but although region. Their responses are
they tried, the media was not
variations on “No, I would not, it
entirely successful in creating
is my land.” Perhaps they are
sympathy for the Israeli snipers. merely following the lessons of
For example, The Guardian, in their religion.
reporting that one year into the
protest, the Israelis had killed
In the story of Exodus,
190 and wounded 28,000, noted recounted annually even by
that, “Children, journalists and many secular Jews at Passover,
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Moses unsuccessfully begs the
Pharaoh for his peoples’
freedom. The lesson to be
learned: Jewish liberation comes
only after Egyptian civilians are
subjected to terrible brutality.

Trump Regime
Anti-Iran Blame
Game
Source:
https://stephenlendman.org/2019/09/tr
ump-regime-anti-iran-blame-game/

By Stephen Lendman
The blame game is longstanding
US, NATO, Israeli policy —
falsely blaming a targeted
nation, entity, group, or
individual for something they
had nothing to do with.
Time and again, the tactic is
used as a pretext to pursue a
policy objective, including
preemptive wars and/or other
hostile actions.
The US, other Western nations,
Israel, and their press agent
media never explain that the
Islamic Republic of Iran never
attacked another country
preemptively throughout its 40year history.
It threatens none, stressing only
its right under the UN Charter
and other international law to
retaliate against an aggressor in
self-defense if attacked — the
universal right afforded all
nations.
They’re silent about the Middle
East’s leading proponent of

peace, stability, and cooperative with devastating humanitarian
relations with other countries.
consequences (sic)” — a US,
NATO, Israeli specialty, not how
Iran abhors wars, nuclear
Tehran operates.
weapons, and all forms of
hostility by one nation against He defied reality, affirmed
others.
repeatedly by IAEA inspectors,
falsely saying Iran “continues to
It’s targeted for regime change threaten further expansions of
by the US for its sovereign
its nuclear program in defiance
independence, opposition to
of its international
imperial wars, support for
commitments” — maintaining
Palestinian rights, and sharp
the myth of an Iranian nuclear
criticism of Israeli high crimes weapons threat.
and other human rights abuses.
He lied about Tehran’s
In Riyadh on Wednesday,
legitimate ballistic and cruise
Pompeo met with Mohammad missile program intended solely
bin Salman (MBS) in charge of for defense, not aggression like
Saudi aggression in Yemen, the the US and its imperial allies
regime’s regional state terror, its operate.
support for ISIS and other
jihadists, and horrendous
He falsely said there’s “no
domestic human rights abuses. evidence the attacks (on Saudi
oil facilities) came from Yemen
Militantly hawkish and
(sic).”
Iranophobic, he notoriously
turns truth on its head time and There’s clearly no evidence of
again. He falsely calls legitimate Iranian involvement in what
criticism of Israel, a nation state, happened. False accusations risk
“anti-Semitic.”
possible greater Middle East war
than already — an act of
He lied claiming the Trump
madness if the US alone or with
regime aims to aims to “bring imperial partners attack
peace to Yemen.” He and Bolton nonbelligerent Iran.
undermined congressional
legislation toward this end.
In Riyadh, Pompeo falsely
claimed last Saturday’s strikes
He falsely said the White House on Saudi oil facilities were “an
seeks to “improve the lives of
Iranian attack (sic),” calling
the Palestinians.” Its policies are them an “act of war (sic).”
polar opposite.
Not a shred of credible evidence
He turned truth on its head,
links Tehran to what happened.
claiming “(t)he Islamic Republic On Wednesday, Saudi war
of Iran and its proxies continue ministry spokesman Col. Turki
to foment terror and unrest in
al-Maliki presented none, falsely
Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, and Yemen saying Saturday’s attack on the
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kingdom’s oil facilities “could
not have originated in Yemen
(sic).”
Claiming “(t)he attack was
launched from the north and
unquestionably sponsored by
Iran” presented no evidence
proving it because none exists.
On Wednesday, Yemeni Houthis
said attacks on Saudi oil
facilities were launched from
“three positions,” the type(s) of
drones used to be revealed.
Advisor to Iranian President
Rouhani Hesameddin Ashena
called al-Maliki’s presentation a
“media disaster” — failing to
prove “what area and point (the
strikes) were fired from (or) why
the (kingdom’s) air defense
(system) failed to thwart the
attack.”

“The secretary and (MBS)
discussed the need for the
international community to
come together to counter the
(Iranian threat (sic), and agreed
that (Tehran) must be held
accountable for its continued
aggressive, reckless, and
threatening behavior (sic).”
Trump so far opted for more
unlawful sanctions on Iran over
military confrontation. Pentagon
commanders and some Senate
Republicans are wary about war
on the country, Lindsey Graham
an exception.

US News & World Report said
Wednesday’s Riyadh “press
conference followed reported
pressure from (Trump regime
officials for the Saudis) to agree
with its conclusion that Tehran
launched the attack from
Iranian territory, using
The Military Times quoted an
sophisticated drones and
AP News report, saying “Saudi missiles to evade early warning
Arabia spent billions to protect radars,” adding:
a kingdom built on oil but could
not stop (an) attack (on its oil
Al-Maliki “would say only that
facilities), exposing gaps that
its intelligence indicates the
even America’s most advanced weapons were ‘of Iranian
weaponry failed to fill,” adding: origin’ (sic) and that the attack
was ‘unquestionably sponsored
How will Riyadh “prevent a
by Iran (sic).’ ”
repeat of last weekend’s attack
— or worse, such as an assault What actions the Trump regime
on the Saudis’ export facilities in may take against Iran beyond
the Persian Gulf or any of the
escalated sanctions war are
desalination plants that supply unclear.
drinking water.”
Attacking the country would
On Wednesday, State
surely bring a strong response,
Department spokeswoman
putting US regional bases and
Morgan Ortagus said the
warships, its personnel, and
following:
imperial partners at risk of being
hit hard in self-defense.
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Greater regional war with US
body bags coming home in large
numbers, featured in media
reports, could doom Trump’s
reelection aim.
Tehran warned the Trump
regime through the Swiss
embassy, saying:
“(I)f any actions are taken
against Iran, that action will
face an immediate response
from Iran and its scope will not
be limited to just a threat.”
Attacking Iran militarily would
be madness. It could open the
gates of hell for far more
devastating regional war than
already.
It could risk possible global war
if other major powers get
involved to protect their regional
interests.

Russia, China Veto a
draft resolution that
aims to protect
terrorists in Idleb
Source: https://sana.sy/en/?p=173708

By Mazen Eyon

Russia and China on Thursday
vetoed a Kuwaiti, German and
Belgian draft resolution which
aims to protect terrorists in Idleb
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under the pretext of cessation of fire in Idleb.
humanity disappeared” when
combat activities.
the International Coalition fully
“How can the co-holders claim destroyed Raqqa city.
Following the voting session,
their commitment to the
Syria’s permanent representative humanitarian situation in Syria
Johns Hopkins
to the UN, Bashar al-Jaafari,
while they ignore, in the draft
Professor on Child
stressed that western states stand resolution, the basic reason
behind the three “cobehind the humanitarian crisis Transgender Trend:
penholders” countries in
there, which is terrorism,” al‘Many Will Regret
formulating a biased draft
Jaafari said.
resolution on “cessation of
this’
combat activities” in Idleb while He went on to say that
they ignore the war crimes
Washington and the Turkish
Source:
perpetrated by the so-called
regime have announced an
https://www.globalresearch.ca/johnshopkins-professor-child-transgenderinternational coalition and their agreement about the so-called
trend-many-will-regret-this/5689542
tools of terrorists.
“buffer zone” on Syrian
territories in order to complicate
By Maria Lencki
“Syria wonders why the silence and prolong the span of the crisis
of those countries when it comes through attempts of creating new
to the illegitimate presence of
status quo.
the foreign troops on its
territories and the Israeli
Al-Jaafari pointed out that ‘the
repeated aggressions on the
co-holders” states participate in
country,” al-Jaafari said.
the economic terrorism
represented by imposing
unilateral, coercive measures
A psychiatrist from Johns
which have catastrophic impacts Hopkins University has
on the Syrian people.
slammed the medical and
Meanwhile, Russia’s permanent
representative to the UN, Vasily
Nebenzya said that his country
vetoed the draft resolution
because it aims to rescue the
terrorists in Idleb.
He added that the practices of
“The draft resolution also
“co-penholders” states have
proven the huge gap between the ignores the fight against
principle and application of the terrorism in Syria,” Nebenzya
item about adherence to Syria’s said, adding that presenters of
sovereignty, independence and the draft resolution turned a
blind eye to the outcomes of
territorial integrity.
Syrian National Dialogue
Al-Jaafair wondered why the co- Conference of Sochi that
penholders hadn’t coordinated excluded terrorist organizations
with Syria before submitting the from any cease-fire.
draft resolution and how they
ignore its approval on the cease- He wondered how “their
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psychiatric industries for what
he says is reckless and
irresponsible treatment of
patients who claim to be
transgender.
Paul McHugh, a renowned
psychiatrist from Johns Hopkins
University, told The College Fix
he believes transgender people
are being experimented on
because the doctors treating
transgender patients with
hormones “don’t have evidence
that (the treatment) will be the
right one.” He also criticized the
manner of treatment given to
many children who claim to be
transgender.
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“Many people are doing what
amounts to an experiment on
these young people without
telling them it’s an experiment,”
he told The Fix via phone.

“I believe that these gender
confusions are mostly being
driven by psychological and
psychosocial problems these
people have. That explains the
“You need evidence for that and rapid onset gender dysphoria
this is a very serious treatment. Lisa Littman has spelled out,”
It is comparable to doing frontal
McHugh said.
lobotomies.”
The Lisa Littman to whom the
Vast majority of gender professor referred is a researcher
minorities report mental at Brown University, who last
year published a bombshell
health issues
report suggesting that some
transgender-identified children
A recent study published in the
might suffer from “rapid onset
American Journal of Preventive
gender dysphoria,” a
Medicine found that 80 percent
phenomenon in which “one,
of gender minority students
multiple, or even all of the
report having mental health
friends [in a group] have
problems, nearly double the rate
become gender dysphoric and
of “cisgender” students.
transgender-identified during
McHugh believes that in many
the same timeframe.”
cases the patient’s gender
dysphoria is precipitated by
There was significant backlash
mental illness.
following Littman’s publication
of the study, after which Brown
“I think their mental problems,
censored the report. The study
often depression,
was eventually validated with its
discouragement are the things
results unchanged.
that need treatment,” not gender
dysphoria, he argued.

many will regret this,” McHugh
said.
“Can you imagine having a life
where you need to seek doctors
all the time, for everything, just
to live? Getting your hormones
checked, getting everything
checked. That is something
doctors should like to spare
people of,” he added.
McHugh thinks that eventually
our society will look back on
this craze as something of an
historical shame.
“I believe it will be something
like how we think of eugenics
now. We will come to regret it
when we discover how many of
the young people that were
injured regret it themselves,” he
told The Fix.
The doctor stressed that medical
professionals should stick to a
higher standard of evidence
when considering treatment for
individuals who claim a
transgender identity.

Long-term effects of child “You can think whatever you
transgender treatment want without proof. Be my guest.
“I’m not positive about this. It’s
You can think anything you

a hypothesis, but it is a very
plausible hypothesis, and it
would explain why many of the
people who go on to have
treatment of their body discover
they are just as depressed,
discouraged and live just as
problematic lives as they did
before because they did not
address the primary problem,”
he added.

Asked about the possible longterm consequences of the
growing practice of helping
children develop transgender
identities, including with
hormones, McHugh expressed
pessimism.

want, if you like it that way. But
don’t ask me as a doctor to
prescribe hormones or operate
on you when I try to do things
which are for your benefit,” he
said.

“My aim isn’t to stop people. It’s
when they draw medical people
“They’re going to be in the
in. That’s when I insist on
hands of doctors for the rest of evidence and what makes more
their lives, many of them are
sense.”
Possible ‘contagion effect’ going to be sterilized not able to
have their own children, and
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